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BASIC QUESTIONS IN COASTAL AND OCEAN ECOLOGY 

• How is the biodiversity of the sea changing? 
• How does biodiversity affect productivity, and vice versa? 
• How do changes in diversity affect water quality and chemical cycles? 
• How is coastal diversity related to land changes? 
• How do changes in biodiversity translate to social value? 
• How do we evaluate diversity? 

 
INTRODUCTION 

The ocean is the largest habitat on Earth covering 71% of its surface. This              
environment allows Earth to be habitable supporting a great diversity of           
environments and life. This diversity of environments creates biodiversity, and such           
diversities are critical to sustain life on earth. Humans and oceans are historically             
linked and the diversity of sea life helps to support human life turning them highly               
dependent.  

Ocean processes and its life help to shape Earth’s features and since humans             
have a big impact on the planet, we have completely changed the oceans.             
Anthropogenic activities can reduce biodiversity by altering habitats, hunting         
species to extinction, introducing toxic compounds into food webs, and          
introducing foreign species to new environments. The oceans are threatened by a            
variety of stressors of unprecedented scope and scale. In order to maintain            
ecosystem services and biodiversity it is required a healthy marine ecosystem.           
Hence, characterize habitats and biological diversity is fundamental to improve and           
maintain ecosystem services, to define conservation strategies and sustain life.  

The Blue Economy concept is an example of a sustainable use of ocean             
resources while preserving the health of its ecosystems. Thus, ocean resources are            
evaluated, as well their negative impacts and importances to mankind, in order to             
create strategies to preserve natural resources and livelihoods, in a climate change            
scenario. Since climate change is altering habitats and creating different threats to            
our survival, it is critical to develop methodologies to measure those changes in a              
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reasonable way. Because of different methodologies, comparisons are impossible,         
and with the lack of long period data it is hard to understand whether changes are                
really increasing or we are just measuring better, therefore starting to understand            
the real picture of the problem. Thereby, it is important and necessary that a global               
community is created to focus on this issues, starting by using common methods             
protocols to make it possible the exchange and comparison of data between            
different countries to better understand the biodiversity and changes in the ocean. 

MARINE BIODIVERSITY OBSERVATION NETWORK 

Marine Biodiversity Observation Network (MBON) is a thematic program of          
GEO BON (Group on Earth Observations Biodiversity Observation Network) with          
focus in develop a global community of practice for the collection, curation,            
analysis and communication of marine biodiversity data. It also focus on identify            
indicators of changes in ocean life, build a community of practice around            
biodiversity observations, facilitate programs networking, document best practices        
and address users needs regarding biodiversity. The GEOBON aim to have           
standardized observation networks in order to create a better environmental          
management policies for the world’s biodiversity and ecosystem services, improve          
the acquisition, coordination and delivery of biodiversity observations and related          
services to users including decision makers and the scientific community. 

Many groups have been conducting assessments at national and international          
levels regarding which variables need to be measured to monitor biology, ecology            
and biodiversity. It is necessary to integrate these efforts to make comparable            
results in the global level. The essential biodiversity variables fall within the EBVs             
(Essential Biodiversity Variables) and the EOVs (Essential Ocean Variables),         
according to GOOS (Global Ocean Observing System) definition. Several         
characteristics are needed in order to prioritize measurements that can be           
classified as EBV’s: readiness, feasibility and impact. It can be used the DPSIR             
framework to define some of these features. This approach can introduce an idea             
of which measurements prioritize - some will be relevant at a global level, others              
at a regional or local level.  

There are 15 GOOS Regional Alliances around the world supposed to pay for             
observations (e.g. animal tracking, geochemical, temperature, depth, light, oxygen,         
focused on the El Nino, satellites measuring wind, rain, fluorescence, etc. - with             
buoys such as ARGO). There is now a big effort to measure the deep ocean               
including new measures such as microbial biomass, benthic ecosystem, but mostly           
physical measurements where the results are presented in panels that occur           
monthly with specialists of different areas. The biological, physical, chemical,          
geological, atmospheric and oceanographical measures are complementary and it is          
important to correlate than by making graphics in a global scale (provided in             
GEOBON website) for governance usage. This correlation of data exists for many            
different observation programs included in GEOBON GROUP. Moreover, realistic         
measures are not cheap, and it is important to decrease the value of equipments in               
order to make them more accessible to researchers around the world. 


